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Abstract – The purpose of this paper is to establish whether IT security considerations are provided for, in the case of South Africa, by legal prescripts on each computer-based Information Systems’ component. A descriptive research approach was employed to accomplish the aim of this paper. Findings are that avoidance IT security consideration is the least covered by legal prescripts, while the deterrence IT security consideration is comprehensively covered by legal prescripts. While legal prescripts related to deterrence IT security consideration are almost similar, they prescribe different punishments for the same violation. A further study is needed to establish whether IT security considerations not covered by legal prescripts are mitigated by other means, and a different further study to determine the efficacy of deterrence without detection is also needed. A consolidated IT security legal prescript might deliver a better remedy to prevailing disjointedness and duplications. This paper develops a rubric or model that guides a comprehensive and systemic assessment of IT security considerations, and provides an evaluation of IT related legal prescripts of South Africa.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays information is a very important asset for any modern organization, and keeping the organization's sensitive internal data from falling into the hands of competitors is every Chief Information Officer’s worst nightmare. Network outages, data compromised by hackers, computer viruses and other incidents affect our lives in ways that range from inconvenient to life-threatening. As the number of mobile applications, digital applications and data networks increase, so do the opportunities for criminal exploitations. Therefore protecting information security is very important and is becoming a top priority for many organizations [1].

Security concerns are at the heart of information systems, both at technological and organizational levels [2]. The media is abound with tales of planes that were brought down by rogue code, snoops spying on your security cameras, and secretive undetectable code that can turn any Universal Serial Bus (USB) drive into an unstoppable malware vessel. The pervasiveness of personal computer and Internet use and the blurred line between work and home, infers that IT security breaches on personal computers can cause harm not only to individuals, but also to organizations [3]. Hacking into corporate IT systems and individuals’ computers is no longer a sport for bragging rights, but a major organized economic activity aiming for significant profits controlled largely by underground networks of criminals and organized crime on a global scale [4].

Users currently experience different levels of protection when accessing the Internet via their various personal devices and network connections, due to variable network security conditions and security applications available at each device [5]. Trends such as the influx of consumer devices into the workplace will require more flexible and creative solutions from IT staff for maintaining security while enabling access to collaborative technologies [6].

The widespread of internet usage and development of various systems software enables users to gain more from IT, but, leads to the augmentation of virtual attacks that increases the importance of network security [7]. Subsequently, a process that can illegally elevate itself to root privileges, within the operating system or systems software, can gain access to any sensitive data on the host computer [8].

The effectiveness of other elements in the security system, such as security technology (i.e. software, data, hardware, and networks), organizational policies and procedures, as well as government regulations, are largely dependent on the effort of the human agents, especially those who work within the organizations [3, 4, 9]. Many organizations recognize that their employees, who are often considered the weakest link in information security, can also be great assets in the effort to reduce risk related to information security [9].
Securing information system resources is extremely important to ensure that the resources are well protected; but, information security is not just a simple matter of having usernames and passwords [1]. It is indispensable to continuously evaluate the compliance regarding information security standards and the effectiveness of already existing control implementations, to maintain a holistic security program [10].

The objective of this paper is to find out whether the IT security considerations (i.e. avoidance, deterrence, prevention, detection, correction, and recovery) under each Computer-Based Information Systems (CBIS) element are provided for in the case of South African IT security legal prescripts. The ensuing sections of this paper are organized into: Literature Review, Research Approach, Results, Discussion of Results, and Conclusion and Recommendations.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Risk avoidance is the threat assessment technique that entails eliminating hazards, activities and exposures that place an organization's valuable assets at risk [3, 11, 12]. The IT security related behavior is predicted by avoidance motivation, which, in turn, is determined by perceived threat, safeguards effectiveness, safeguard cost, and self-efficacy [3]. Risk and uncertainty avoidance are factors that significantly affect the success of internet buying [11]. Only extreme IT security related warranties are legally guaranteed, such as the respect for private life or the avoidance of exposure to arbitrary or unlawful interference [12].

The deterrence doctrine suggests that perceived threat of sanctions influence personal behaviors through the certainty and severity of punishment; as punishment certainty and punishment severity are increased, the level of illegal behavior should decrease [13]. Organizations should punish serious violations to the full extent possible because such punishment would deter other such behavior [9]. Hu, Xu, Dinev & Ling [4] emphasize by calling for the establishment of clear and swift sanctions against security misconduct to deter and reduce future violations.

Intrusion prevention is a pre-emptive approach of IT security used to identify potential threats and respond to them swiftly [9, 14]. Enhancement of social bonds through organizational factors (attachment, commitment, involvement, and norm) is an effective mechanism in preventing computer abuse [9]. Organizations may rely heavily on controls to prevent employee computer crime [14].

The IT security detection is a process used to quickly identify and mitigate threats [13, 15]. Moreover, monitoring techniques enable the detection of more serious and deliberate misuse incidents that are likely subject to severe punishment [15]. Some kinds of monitoring and detection mechanisms are necessary to make certain that employees are acting in accordance with the security policies [13].

as natural disasters can never be prevented, hence, it is better to direct more resources to the recovery from loss, rather than to try and defend against them [16]. There must be adequate provision for disaster recovery and business continuity planning to protect the continuity of the services being delivered [17]. With the proliferation of networked technologies, researchers have begun to focus on the constituent elements of networks, with the eventual aim of leveraging the power of network elements in providing information as a way of mitigating the impacts of and speeding up the recovery from extreme events [18].

Correction in IT security is about something given, done, or proposed as a substitute for what is wrong or inaccurate [19, 20, 21]. Where there is an urgent need for corrective measures to be implemented; corrective measures are essential to protect the information systems against threats [21]. Security-related incidents (e.g. attempts to change/manipulate financial data, etc.) identified within the organization’s processing of information are communicated in a timely manner and that corrective action is taken for any exceptions identified [19]. Response takes appropriate corrective actions against identified attacks [20].

Fenz [10] observed that several IT-security metrics approaches have been developed, but, a methodology for automatically generating IT security metrics is missing. Traditionally, IT security countermeasures have been categorized into four types, which include deterrence, prevention, detection, and recovery [14]. This paper intends to determine whether the rudiments of IT security considerations (i.e. avoidance, deterrence, prevention, detection, correction, and recovery) under each CBIS element, are provided for in the case of the South African legal prescripts.

3. RESEARCH APPROACH

The descriptive research is used to fulfill the goal of this paper; because, descriptive research is a basic research method that examines the situation, as it exists in its current state [22, 23]. The characteristics used to describe the situation or populations are usually some kind of categorical scheme also known as descriptive categories. Descriptive categories of this paper are: (i) Legal instruments relating to IT security, (ii) Computer-based Information Systems (CBIS) components (i.e. People, Processes and Procedures, Applications Software, Systems Software, Hardware, and Network), and (iii) IT security considerations (i.e. avoidance, deterrence, prevention, detection, correction, and recovery).

South Africa is used as a case study whereupon each of the IT security related legal instruments is mapped in accordance with applicability to the CBIS components. The procedural
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process for the content analysis study is designed to achieve the highest objective analysis possible and involves identifying the body of material to be studied and defining the characteristics or qualities to be examined [23].

The above outcome gets refined according to applicability to the descriptive category of IT security considerations. Purpose of refinement is to make results more easily understood, implementable, and easily measured in an organization by stakeholders [20].

4. RESULTS

There are 32 IT security related legal prescripts in South Africa and are listed in the table hereunder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Instrument</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Air Services Licensing Act, 1990 (Act 115 of 1990)</td>
<td>ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Copyright Act, 1978 (Act No. 98 of 1978)</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2007</td>
<td>CLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977)</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi. Financial Intelligence Centre Act, (Act 38 of 2001)</td>
<td>FICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiii. International Air Services Act, 1993 (Act 60 of 1993:</td>
<td>IAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xviii. Prevention and Combating of Trafficking in Persons Act, 2013 (Act 7 of 2013)</td>
<td>PCTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi. Protection of Constitutional Democracy against Terrorist and Related Activities Act, 2004 (Act 33 of 2004)</td>
<td>PCDATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxii. Protection of Personal Information Act, 2013 (Act 4 of 2013)</td>
<td>PPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxiii. Public Service Act, 2007 (Act 30 of 2007)</td>
<td>PSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxiv. Regulation of Interception of Communications and Provision of Communication-related Information Act, 2002 (Act 70 of 2002),</td>
<td>RICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxv. Securities Services Act, 2004 (36 of 2004)</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxviii. Protection of Personal Information Act [No. 4 of 2013</td>
<td>POPI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - IT Security Related Legal Instruments

Half of South African legal prescripts thought to relate to IT security did not have clear associations with any of the CBIS elements. Consequently, table 2 represents a mapping of legal prescripts that address at least one CBIS element. Findings reveal that the people related CBIS element is covered by legal prescripts across all IT security considerations, while networks related CBIS element is only covered by legal prescripts on deterrence IT security consideration.
The cross-tabulation (see table 2 above) encapsulates final results from synthesizing the three descriptive categories of this paper; namely, CBIS elements, IT security considerations, and IT security related legal prescripts. Percentages are used in table 2 to give a sense of prevailing coverage of legal prescripts. Legal prescripts for a given IT security control and given CBIS element are represented as a percentage of the 32 legal instruments from table 1.

General findings reveal that half of the IT security controls aspects are not covered by the current legal prescripts. Findings are presented, hereunder, in accordance with IT security considerations (i.e. avoidance, deterrence, prevention, detection, correction, and recovery).

4.1. Avoidance of IT Security Violations

Only the people element of the CBIS elements has legal prescripts that seek to avoid IT security breaches. Legal prescripts that cover the avoidance of IT security (i.e. PSA and MISS) are limited to civil servants (as a class of people). The Constitution of South Africa has provisions that loosely relate to avoidance of IT security violations, but, there are no laws that clarify the intent on people other than civil servants.
Legal prescripts related to the avoidance of IT security violations do not exist for CBIS components other than the people element. Therefore, CBIS elements that are not covered by legal prescripts on the avoidance of IT security violations are either neglected or avoidance is unimportant for CBIS elements that are not covered by legal prescripts.

4.2. Deterrence against IT Security Violations

Deterrence is the only IT security consideration that is covered by legal prescripts across all CBIS elements. Accordingly, jail term and fines, if the perpetrator is convicted, are the only forms of deterrence provided by the current legal prescripts.

When the legal prescripts are analyzed per CBIS element, a pattern emerges where several legal prescripts duplicate criminalization of the same offense. Such duplications of legal prescripts present an undesirable situation where differing, sometimes unfair; punishments are prescribed for the same IT security violation. Unfortunately perceptions of corruption or favoritism may be created where differing punishments are meted for the same offence.

The justice and security agencies tend to be leading in prescribing deterrence for IT security violations. However, legal prescripts related to justice and security agencies are wont to focus exclusively on the prescribing agency. The internally focused IT security legal prescripts of justice and security agencies tend to aggravate the proliferation of differing punishments for the same crime.

4.3. Prevention of IT Security Violations

Prevention of IT security violations is covered by existing legal prescripts for most of the CBIS elements, but, both systems software and networks elements of the CBIS are not covered by current legal prescripts. Given that both systems software and networks elements of CBIS are prominent in cybersecurity concerns; the foregoing finding reveals a potentially momentous deficiency of current IT security legal prescripts on the prevention of IT security violations.

Conceivably, products in the market are deemed adequate to prevent IT security violations in both systems software and networks. Then again, lack of legal prescripts may be exposing both systems software and networks to needless security violations.

4.4. Detection of IT Security Violations

There are no legal prescripts for detecting IT security violations in applications software, hardware, and networks. This finding is against the backdrop of applications software, systems software and networks elements of CBIS being predominant in cybersecurity anxieties. Thus, the finding of lack of legal prescript for detecting IT security violations in applications software, hardware, and networks reveal a potentially serious shortcoming of current IT security legal prescripts on the detection of IT security violations.

The foregoing makes it difficult to comprehend how jail terms and fine types of deterrence can be possible without detection or proof. It might be the case that detecting IT security violations in applications software, hardware, and networks is not a valid consideration. Otherwise, legal prescripts are needed to cover the detection of IT security violation in applications software, hardware, and networks.

4.5. Correction of IT Security Violations

Systems software, hardware, and networks do not have legal prescripts that deal with correction of IT security violations. Prominent elements of CBIS in cybersecurity are systems software, hardware, and networks; therefore, the foregoing finding reveals a potentially severe inadequacy of current IT security legal prescripts on the correction of IT security violations.

It is conceivable that the detection of IT security violations for systems software, hardware, and networks is unimportant, whence the correction of their IT security violations become moot. Alternatively, systems software, hardware, and networks may not be accommodated through legal prescripts due to the fact that they are proprietary and corrections by a developing country are infeasible. Otherwise, systems software, hardware, and networks need to be covered by legal prescripts to accommodate the correction of IT security violations.

4.6. Recovery from IT Security Violations

Legal prescripts for recovery from IT security violations have similar findings to those on detection of IT security violations; namely, that applications software, hardware, and networks are not covered by current legal prescripts. Similarly, the finding of lack of legal prescript for recovering from IT security violations in applications software, hardware, and networks reveal a potentially grave weakness of current IT security legal prescripts on the recovery from of IT security violations.

Possibly recovering from IT security violations in applications software, hardware, and networks is not a concern, due to their proprietary nature and developing countries’ dispositions. Else, legal prescripts are desirable to provide for recovery from IT security violation in applications software, hardware, and networks.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Results of this paper aim to establish whether IT security controls are provided for, in the case of South Africa, by legal prescripts under each CBIS component. Discussion of
The prevention of IT security violations on both systems software and networks elements of the CBIS elements are not covered through current legal prescripts, whereas both networks and systems security are at the core of cyber security. The foregoing finding is not supported by the observation [8] that a process can illegally elevate itself to root privileges, within the operating system or systems software, thus, can gain access to any sensitive data on the host computer.

The widespread of internet usage and development of various systems software enables users to gain more from IT, but, leads to the augmentation of virtual attacks that increases the importance of network security [7]. Evidently, appropriate legal instruments are needed to prevent IT security violations.

The CBIS element related to people is covered by legal instruments, amongst others, and validates the assertion [14] that organizations may rely heavily on controls to prevent computer crime by employees.

5.4. Detection Considerations

Monitoring and detection mechanisms are necessary to make certain that employees are acting in accordance with the security policies [13]. Nonetheless, findings reveal that there are no legal prescripts for detecting IT security violations in applications software, hardware, and networks.

Monitoring techniques enable the detection of more serious and deliberate misuse incidents that are likely subject to severe punishment [15]. Without legal prescripts that cover detection of IT security, how will the legal prescripts secure jail terms and fines in CBIS elements of applications software, hardware, and networks?

It is unlikely that detecting IT security violations in applications software, hardware, and networks is not a valid IT security consideration. Consequently, legal prescripts are needed to cover the detection of IT security violation in applications software, hardware, and networks.

5.5. Correction Considerations

Corrective measures are essential to protect the information systems against threats [21], but, findings are that systems software, hardware, and networks do not have legal prescripts that deal with correction of IT security violations. Hence, there are no opportunities for response to take appropriate corrective actions against identified attacks on systems software, hardware, and networks [20].

Security-related incidents (e.g., attempts to change/manipulate financial data, etc.) identified within the organization’s processing of information should be communicated in a timely manner and that corrective action is taken for any exceptions identified [19]. Consequently, systems software,
hardware, and networks need to be covered by legal prescripts to accommodate the correction of IT security violations.

5.6. Recovery Considerations

Legal prescripts for recovery from IT security violations in applications software, hardware, and networks are absent; and this finding is similar to the IT security consideration for detection. Vulnerabilities such as natural disasters can never be prevented, so the recovery from loss is critical [16]; notwithstanding, legal prescripts do not cater for applications software, hardware, and networks IT security considerations.

Disaster recovery is vital to protect the continuity of the services being delivered [17]. As a result, legal prescripts are desirable to provide for recovery from IT security violation in applications software, hardware, and networks.

6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper is establishing whether IT security considerations are provided for, in the case of South Africa, by legal prescripts under each CBIS component. A descriptive research was employed to achieve the purpose of this paper through examining the case of South African legal prescripts related to IT security. Half of South African legal prescripts regarded as IT security related, had nothing to do with any of the CBIS elements. The avoidance IT security consideration is the least covered by legal prescripts, while the deterrence IT security consideration is remarkably covered by legal prescripts. The people related CBIS element is covered by legal prescripts across all IT security considerations, whereas the networks related CBIS element is only covered by legal prescripts on deterrence IT security consideration.

Legal prescripts related to deterrence IT security consideration are almost similar; however, each prescribes a different punishment for the same violation. Most legal prescripts that possess deterrence IT security consideration are not complimented by a legal prescript related to detecting IT security violations. Thus, the deterrence IT security consideration might be ineffective.

Further studies are needed to establish whether IT security considerations not covered by legal prescripts are mitigated by other means, and to determine whether deterrence is possible without detection. A consolidated IT security legal prescript is needed to provide: (i) comprehensive IT security considerations, (ii) consistent sanction for the same violation, (iii) rigorous detection IT security considerations to enable the success of deterrence, and (iv) solutions for weaknesses identified in this paper on current IT security legal prescripts.

This paper develops a rubric or model that guides a comprehensive assessment of IT security considerations, and provides an evaluation of IT related legal prescripts of South Africa.
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